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Dear Engagement team, 

RE: Submission on proposed Hydrogen and Renewable Energy Act 

The Australian Land Conservation Alliance (ALCA) welcomes the opportunity to provide a submission 
to the South Australian Government’s consultation on the proposed Hydrogen and Renewable Energy 
Act. 

Please note that ALCA is happy for this submission to be published in full. 

About the Australian Land Conservation Alliance  

The Australian Land Conservation Alliance is the peak national body representing organisations that 
work to conserve, manage, and restore nature on privately managed land. We represent our members 
and supporters to grow the impact, capacity, and influence of private land conservation to achieve a 
healthy and resilient Australia. Members operating in South Australia are highlighted in bold:

 Australian Wildlife Conservancy  

 Biodiversity Conservation Trust NSW  

 Bush Heritage Australia  

 Greening Australia 

 Landcare Australia  

 Nature Foundation 

 Queensland Trust for Nature  

 South Endeavour Trust  

 Tasmanian Land Conservancy  

 The Nature Conservancy Australia  

 Trust for Nature (Victoria) 

ALCA member land conservation efforts have influenced over 3 million square kilometres with more 
than 4,000 landholders. We have over 70,000 supporters and our combined annual turnover exceeds 
$260 million. Together, ALCA and its members address some of the most pressing conservation issues 
across the country, including restoring endangered ecosystems, building the protected area estate, 
tackling invasive species, expanding private conservation finance, and deploying nature-based 
solutions to tackle climate change. 

Through their active land management, ALCA member organisations are deeply embedded in rural 
communities and economies, providing jobs, securing significant regional investment, and safeguarding 
remaining native habitat, with its many positive spill-over effects for community, wellbeing, and food 
security. We seek to demonstrate the role and value of private land conservation as a cornerstone of 
the Australian economy. 

Some ALCA members are statutory entities; the views expressed in this submission do not necessarily 
represent the views of the Government administering those statutory entities. 



 

 

 

Introduction: the accelerating nature crisis 

Whilst Australia’s nature crisis is less well-known than the parallel, interconnected, climate crisis, it is 
just as serious for our society and economy. 

According to the World Economic Forum:  

“Humanity has already wiped out 83% of wild mammals and half of all plants and severely 
altered three-quarters of ice-free land and two-thirds of marine environments. One million 
species are at risk of extinction in the coming decades – a rate tens to hundreds of times higher 
than the average over the past 10 million years…. 

Human societies and economies rely on biodiversity in fundamental ways. …over half the 
world’s total GDP – is moderately or highly dependent on nature and its services.”1 

Using the same methodology, approximately half of Australia’s GDP has also been demonstrated 
as having a moderate to very high dependence on nature2. 

The scale and devastation that the unfolding nature crisis will have upon our collective wellbeing will 
dwarf all but the very biggest issues facing our nation and will rival them in importance. As per the British 
Government’s Dasgupta Review: 

“We are facing a global crisis. We are totally dependent upon the natural world. It supplies us 
with every oxygen-laden breath we take and every mouthful of food we eat. But we are currently 
damaging it so profoundly that many of its natural systems are now on the verge of breakdown.”3 

Indeed, in 2021, scientists confirmed Australia’s trajectory towards the collapse of ecosystems4 and we 
have seen the largest documented decline of biodiversity than any other continent in the world5. The 
Commonwealth Government’s 2021 State of the Environment Report (released in July 2022) further 
confirmed that climate change was but one of several key pressures causing the accelerating decline 
of our environment: 

“Overall, the state and trend of the environment of Australia are poor and deteriorating as a 
result of increasing pressures from climate change, habitat loss, invasive species, pollution and 
resource extraction. Changing environmental conditions mean that many species and 
ecosystems are increasingly threatened. Multiple pressures create cumulative impacts that 
amplify threats to our environment, and abrupt changes in ecological systems have been 
recorded in the past 5 years… 

Our inability to adequately manage pressures will continue to result in species extinctions and 
deteriorating ecosystem condition, which are reducing the environmental capital on which 
current and future economies depend. Social, environmental and economic impacts are already 
apparent.”6 

 

 

 

 
1 See: World Economic Forum, Nature Risk Rising: Why the Crisis Engulfing Nature Matters for 
Business and the Economy, January 2020; https://www.weforum.org/reports/the-global-risks-report-2020  
2 See: Australian Conservation Foundation, The nature-based economy: How Australia’s prosperity 
depends on nature, September 2022; https://www.acf.org.au/how-australias-prosperity-depends-on-nature  
3 See: p1, Dasgupta, P. The Economics of Biodiversity: The Dasgupta Review, HM Treasury, 
Government of the United Kingdom; https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/final-report-
theeconomics-of-biodiversity-the-dasgupta-review  
4 See: Bergstrom et. al, ‘Combating ecosystem collapse from the tropics to the Antarctic’, Global 
Change Biology, 2021; https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/gcb.15539 
5 See: DCCEEW; https://www.dcceew.gov.au/environment/biodiversity/conservation  
6 See: https://soe.dcceew.gov.au/overview/key-findings  



 

 

 

Ensuring the energy transition is good for our environment 

ALCA sees the need for serious action on climate change as fundamental and urgent, including the 
transition from fossil fuel energy to renewable energy. As a peak body, ALCA’s position on climate 
change targets is that Australian governments should commit to – at minimum – a 50% reduction in 
CO2-equivalent emissions by 2030 below 2005 levels and net zero CO2-equivalent emissions by 2040. 

Addressing climate change has benefits for our environment. However, climate change is not the only 
significant pressure upon Australia’s biodiversity. As large-scale renewable energy expands across 
Australia – including the production of hydrogen using renewable energy – the tensions over habitat 
loss from renewable energy are also escalating. 

However, it does not need to be this way and these tensions can be reconciled and resolved. An 
integrated and environmentally sensitive approach to renewable energy alongside nature is achievable. 
At its core, the renewable energy transition needs to be ‘nature positive’7 rather than a zero-sum 
gain – or worse. 

 

Recommendations 

Issue 1: Objects of the Act 

1. The object on environmental benefit should be updated as follows:  

“facilitate an ongoing net environmental benefit from activities licenced under the Act, 
including promoting, as appropriate, practices to help eliminate waste and restore 
biodiversity.” 

It is important that a net environmental benefit is sought temporally as well as in quantum; the 
trajectory of rapidly escalating decline of South Australian biodiversity means that we cannot 
afford the environmental, social, and economic cost of delay in achieving net outcomes that has 
been built into our other, legacy legislative regimes. 

2. The objects should go further to promote hydrogen projects that help restore and regenerate 
native Australian species and ecosystems rather than aiding in their decline. 

Issue 3: Renewable Energy Priority Areas (REPAs) 

3. The following factor for consideration in identifying REPAs should be amended: 

“conservation land uses, biodiversity protection, and threatened species 
management” 

4. The following factor for consideration in identifying these areas should be added: 

“Protected Areas under the National Reserve System” 

Protected Areas have been defined by the IUCN’s World Commission on Protected Areas8 and 
has been adopted by the Federal and State governments9. 

 
7 I.e., not just minimising harm to our environment, but actively enhancing nature; see: 
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2021/06/what-is-nature-positive-and-why-is-it-the-key-to-our-future/  
8 See: International Union for Conservation of Nature, World Commission on Protected Areas, 
https://www.iucn.org/our-union/commissions/world-commission-protected-areas  
9 See: https://www.dcceew.gov.au/environment/land/nrs/about-nrs/requirements; and 
https://www.dcceew.gov.au/sites/default/files/documents/nrsstrat.pdf 



 

 

 

5. Further to Recommendation 4, and for the avoidance of doubt, the status of protected areas is 
paramount to their ongoing integrity and Australia’s international commitments10, and, as such, 
REPAs should not overlap or infringe upon Protected Areas. 

6. The Commonwealth Government should be consulted regarding REPAs, including the federal 
environment department (currently the Department of Climate Change, Energy, the 
Environment and Water, ‘DCCEEW’) and relevant Federal Minister.   

As with Recommendation 4 above, this consultation should encompass areas meeting the 
definition for Protected Areas which includes land or pastoral lease acquisition that was funded 
by the Commonwealth Government’s National Reserve System program – i.e., where the 
Federal Minister has a direct or indirect interest – or any similar conservation land protection 
programs that may be implemented in the future, noting that this also sits within the context of 
the Federal and State governments’ commitment to protecting 30% of Australian lands and 30% 
of Australian seas by 203011. 

Issue 12: Environmental impact assessment process (Stage 2) 

7. The definition of “environment” should be updated to specifically reference biodiversity, as 
follows: 

“the definition of environment will include the natural biodiversity, economic, social, 
cultural and visual amenities and values of an area or region.” 

Or alternatively: 

“the definition of environment will include the natural, economic, social, cultural and 
visual amenities and biodiversity values of an area or region.” 

Issue 14: Land within a RPEA 

8. The proposed Act should not overturn or impinge upon the rights and responsibilities under 
Heritage Agreements constituted under Part 4 of the Native Vegetation Act 1991 (SA), including 
planned imminent changes to the Pastoral Land Management and Conservation Act 1989 (SA) 
expected to confirm that Heritage Agreements can occur on pastoral leasehold land. This 
should be stated clearly and unambiguously in the proposed Act. 

Issue 15: Freehold land 

9. The proposed Act should not overturn or impinge upon the rights and responsibilities under 
Heritage Agreements constituted under Part 4 of the Native Vegetation Act 1991 (SA). This 
should be stated clearly and unambiguously in the proposed Act. 

Issue 18: Fees, charges and benefit sharing 

10. ALCA supports the principle of access and equitable benefit sharing for First Nations peoples. 

 

Thank you again for the opportunity to contribute to the South Australian Government’s consultation on 
its proposed Hydrogen and Renewable Energy Act. ALCA and its members look forward to ongoing 
engagement as the development of the legislation progresses. 

Australian Land Conservation Alliance 

 
10 See: Kunming-Montreal Global biodiversity framework, signed 18 December 2022; 
https://www.cbd.int/doc/c/e6d3/cd1d/daf663719a03902a9b116c34/cop-15-l-25-en.pdf  
11 See: https://www.dcceew.gov.au/sites/default/files/documents/threatened-species-action-plan-2022-
2032.pdf; also: 
https://assets.nationbuilder.com/conservationsa/pages/7760/attachments/original/1647499177/Labor_
State_Election_Environment_Commitments_17March2022.pdf?1647499177  


